Handling and storage instructions for housings and packaging
No

1

Control Process
1)
Please store plastic and carton cases
with containing housing at room
temperature avoiding moisture and
direct sunlight.
2)
Please equalize housing temperature
with room temperature.

1)
Please turn up a label of packages
during storage.
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3

Illustration

2)
Please do not apply pressure to
housings in bag packages during
storage.
Please do not replace plastic cases
and carton boxes with storage boxes.
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○

label

（before）

label

There are risks of not correct
position of child parts, deformation
or other problems.

（after）
Do not pack tightly.
Do not stack in piles.

There are risks of deformation,
breakage, not correct position of
child parts or loss of parts.

When bringing housings, please pay
attention in order not to give damage or
shocks to the products.

Please put the cover or close the bag
to prevent from dust.

○
CLOSE

OPEN

Do not push the
upperside.

When carring housings, please hold the
underside of the container with both
hands. Do not put the box vertically and
not push the upperside of the box.

There is a risk of contact defect due
to adherence of dust. Also there is a
possibility to cause sealing defect.

Do not bring
vertically.

There are risk of
deformation,damage or loss of parts.

X
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1) There are risks of breakage and
discoloration due to housing material
degradation.
2)
There are risks of damage on lance,
hinge and broken on lock or other
problems.
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Influence on Quality

housing

○

Please store your products by the
method of not applying loads on
housings.

There are risks of deformation due
to the pressure of the weight and
risks of breakage due to the shock.
Do not apply loads
on housings.

Housings must be
free from loads.

* Since there are products applying different handling methods, please refer to the instruction of each product for details.

